The Art, Technology, and Culture Colloquium

17 September 2007
State Secrecy, Black Sites, and the Limits of the Visible
TREVOR PAGLEN [Artist and Geographer, UC Berkeley]

1 October 2007
Acoustic Simultaneity and the Sculpture of Sound
BILL FONTANA [Artist, SF]

29 October 2007
New Media Art: In Search of the Cool Obscure
GEERT LOVINK [Media Theory, Amsterdam University]

5 November 2007
And I was Both Tongues*
YAELE KANAREK [Artist, New York]

3 December 2007
If Lost Then Found
KRISTIN LUCAS [Artist, SF]

4 February 2008
Giant Robot Architecture
GREG LYNN [UCLA & Angewandte, Vienna]

25 February 2008
Attention Depiction Disorders
NAUT HUMON [Recombinant Media Labs, SF]
V. VALE [REsearch Publications, SF]

10 March 2008
Looking at Looking at Looking
GOLAN LEVIN [Artist, Carnegie Mellon University]

7 April 2008
Text, Slides and Videotapes
KOTA EZAWA [Artist, SF]

28 April 2008
The Medium is not the Message
HEIDI ZUCKERMAN JACOBSON [Director, Aspen Art Museum]

*Co-Sponsored by the Renew Media Fellowship Program established by the Rockefeller Foundation